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Writing Is Home
What kind of a country are we going to have if
children do not see themselves as having voices other
people want to hear?

Ed

—Donald Graves
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His name was Joey, and he was a third grader with a mop of hair that
seemed to go in all directions at once. He came up to me after a writing
assembly I presented at his school and announced, “I am a great writer.” We
talked for a while as he described the epic novel he had written, complete
with illustrations. I kept nodding as he described the intricate, thrilling
sci-fi plot, and the movie script he had started, happy to see a child so
deep into a work of his own imagination. Then, somewhere near the end
of our conversation in the frantic, post-assembly gymnasium, just before
his teacher asked him to rejoin his class that was queuing near the exit, his
eyes dropped, his voice lowered, and he murmured, “I just can’t write the
way they want you to.”
I responded with the first thing that popped into my head.
“Who are they?”
His eyes remained downcast.
“The teachers,” was all he said before he scampered off to join his class.
Now, as I sit here writing the foreword to Writing, Redefined, a book
that may forever change how teachers see writing, I ask the question again:
“Who are they?” Who is the “they” that tells us what writing is and what
it can do? Are “they” a group of legislators who have declared that schools
should make students college and workplace ready and have enlisted testing
and textbook companies to devise a plan? Are “they” compliant teachers
in a state of fear who must raise their students’ test scores just to keep their
jobs? Are “they” the reading and writing programs that tell us the approved
genres of study, aligning each lesson with an educational standard, as if
giving us an official permission slip for each concept taught? Or are “they”
someone or something else, something more expansive, more inclusive,
more marvelous, as author Shawna Coppola suggests?
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You are holding in your hands an entry ticket to this wondrous world of
multimodal writing. Writing, Redefined is a book that will help you become
the kind of writing teacher who helps students like Joey give themselves
life-altering assignments. In her unique comic voice, Shawna Coppola has
found a way to help you navigate the overwhelming world of multimodal
writing and find ways to incorporate it into your daily classroom teaching.
This is a book to read and reread, think about, read, reread, and think
about again. The plethora of online resources Shawna provides will keep
you exploring multimodal writing all year long and will give you plenty
of ways to explain these invitations to write to curious administrators and
parents. Shawna is like a friendly tour guide who points out dozens of
attractions, from podcasts to blackout poems to collages, and then invites
you to explore them. Listen to her and listen to the true teacher voice inside
yourself who longs to create something miraculous with your students.
As you read this book and take some of Shawna’s world-expanding
suggestions, remember that the endgame is not simply improving literacy
skills. There is something that happens when you create a class where
students are free to explore all writing forms and modes, something you
cannot even begin to imagine. At this point, I could say that you “empower”
your students, but the word “empower” is a lie because it implies that
teachers have the power to start with, and then give it to their students.
Think about it. Aren’t writing teachers more like the good witch Glinda
in The Wizard of Oz, who simply points to the ruby slippers and says to
Dorothy, “You’ve had the power all along. Use it.”?
Think of the look in Joey’s eyes as he describes his epic story and
remember:
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“There’s no place like home.
There’s no place like home.
There’s no place like home.”
Writing is home.

Barry Lane
Author of 51 Wacky We-search Reports
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For nearly a decade, the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE), alongside the
National Writing Project, The New York Times
Learning Network, and The Teaching Channel, has
celebrated the National Day on Writing (October
20) by promoting the hashtag #WhyIWrite on
Twitter, encouraging thousands of individuals
Figure 0.1
around the world to share with one another their
NCTE’s Why I Write
podcast, available
reasons for writing (Figure 0.1). These reasons
on iTunes
range widely (“because some words are hard to
say”; “to share my voice/share my story”; “I like
the sound the keyboard makes when I’m typing”) and are as varied as the
individuals who share them. However, each year several important themes
emerge. Collectively, it seems as if the central motivations for writing—
beyond the alarmingly frequent “because my teacher makes me”—can
be woven from the following two threads: (1) to serve the self, and (2) to
serve the world.
In service to the self, individuals write to
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understand, think, discover, learn, and/or remember;

•

feel less alone/share their story;

•

unleash their imagination or creativity; and

•

release or process their feelings and emotions (i.e.,
experience some sort of catharsis).
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In service to the world, individuals write to
communicate with others or share ideas;

•

make a difference or uncover injustices;
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inspire, persuade, or entertain others; and

•

articulate universal truths.

Sprinkled intermittently among these reasons to write that (mostly)
educators and (mostly) authors offer are “because it’s fun” and “because it
makes me a better/more effective writing teacher.”
One of the aspects of this annual tradition that I always find striking
is the almost impenetrable belief that “writing” automatically translates
to “composing words on paper or screen,” when in reality individuals
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compose—and have always composed—in a multitude of ways, for all
of the reasons listed above. In fact, alphabetic (or print-based) writing
as a collective, common experience is a relatively new phenomenon,
considering our entire history as humans, that’s existed for fewer than
600 years. Before then, until the invention of the modern printing press
in or around 1440 AD (an otherwise snooze of a year), alphabetic writing
was accessible primarily to scholars and other elite members of society,
whereas others—mere commoners like you and me—made heavy use of
art, or visual composition, to inform, to communicate, and to entertain
those to whom they could not speak directly.
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The term “alphabetic” is often used interchangeably
with the terms “linguistic” or “print” when discussing
modes of writing. When I refer to “alphabetic
composition,” I am referring to the traditional kinds of
composition we most often assign in schools—those
that are primarily word-based and composed on
paper or in a word processing program (i.e., what we
usually think of when we think of “writing”). Modes
are diﬀerent from genres and forms of writing,
although not everyone agrees about what those
exact diﬀerences are; to learn how I articulate the
diﬀerences between these three terms, which are
frequently confused with one another, please refer to
my infographic provided in Appendix A.
Figure 0.2

I suppose we shouldn’t find the almost unquestionable assumption that
writing means writing words too striking, though, considering that the vast
majority of the kinds of writing students are assigned in schools across the
country comprises exactly that, especially as they move through the grades.
In reference to a particular writing series that is hugely popular among
elementary teachers, one sees very clearly, via the student writing exemplars
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provided, that although visual or aural composition may be welcomed
during the prewriting stage, certainly during the drafting, revising, and
editing stages such nonsense is relegated to its proper place either in the
writer’s notebook or in students’ fond memories. A similar conclusion could
be reached by examining Appendix C of the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) for English Language Arts (National Governors Association Center
for Best Practices 2010), which provides—again— “exemplary” samples of
student writing that collectively “illustrate the criteria required to meet”
said standards. Beyond grade two, not one of the student writing samples
provided includes any sort of visual, aural, or multimodal composition
beyond a small drawing of a horse one student—Gwen—includes in the
upper right-hand corner of her informational piece on horses. Even the
visual composition work that exists in the exemplary student samples from
earlier grades is relegated to the upper half—or in one particular case, the
upper fourth—of the paper students use (Figure 0.3).

Figure 0.3
A grade-one student’s informational report
from Appendix C of the CCSS
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It’s no secret that perhaps a small part of the reason for this historical
privileging of written, or alphabetic, composition in schools and classrooms
above most other modes of composition is due to the fact that it is the
written form of composition that is assessed on state and national exams
such as the Smarter Balanced Assessment and the National Assessment
of Educational Progress. (And before my readers start to panic, I am in
no way planning to argue that we start assessing student-created comics
or podcasts on our state and national exams—promise!) It’s also no secret
that many educators, understandably, are often paralyzed with worry that
there is never enough time in the day, never enough days in the year, to
teach all we are expected to teach students, so naturally we tend to focus
on the compositional modes and forms that students are expected to write
during those few days in the fall and spring when they are administered a
standardized exam.
However, if I may, I would like to offer several additional hypotheses
that may help explain the considerable lack of “alternative” forms of
composition (Box 0.1)—multimodal composition included—in most
schools and classrooms:

What Do I Mean by “Alternative” Forms of Composition?
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Using the term alternative to distinguish any form of composition
that is multimodal or that privileges a mode other than the alphabetic/print mode is not the most accurate one to use, but for the
purposes of this book, I’ll use it anyway. As Cheryl Ball and Colin
Charlton point out in their piece “All Writing Is Multimodal” (2015),
“there is no such thing as a monomodal text”; in other words, even
when traditionally composing something as print-heavy as a literary analysis or book review, we are incorporating visual and spatial
modes of communication when we make compositional decisions
regarding margins, headings, font style/size, and the like. Despite
this, and again—in the interest of this book—when I refer to “alternative” or “multimodal” composition, I am most often referring to
compositions that equally privilege alphabetic print along with any
other mode of composition, such as that found in a comic, a zine, or
a podcast. (Look for more about these particular forms of composition in later chapters.)
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Most writing teachers have little formal or
school-based experience with “alternative”
forms of composition.
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Think about how often you were invited to compose something other
than a strictly alphabetic form of writing (e.g., a map, a timeline, a poster)
throughout your illustrious school career. Now think about how often you
were invited to do so in a language arts or English classroom. For most of
us, the number shrinks dramatically, doesn’t it?
I remember feeling so proud of myself the year I offered my middle
school students the chance to conceive, plan, and write a picture book of
their choosing. We immersed ourselves in picture books, selected favorites
to share with one another, and considered why we connected to strongly
with them. After discussing some of the common features we noticed, I
gave students several weeks to compose their own original picture books.
At first, some of my students were aghast that they were even being asked
to read picture books—they were far too mature to be doing that sort of
thing, they argued—but by the time the unit wrapped up and most had
finished their books, they were moaning and groaning about not being
able to “draw” in my class for the rest of the year as we briskly returned to
business as usual.
Perhaps I am making an unfair assumption, but I suspect that, like my
own students, most writing teachers had very few opportunities to compose
something in school that included any sort of illustration or visual work
beyond what they did in art class. Likewise, very few of us were offered
opportunities to compose and perform spoken word poetry or songs in
school beyond those we may have planned for the annual talent show. If
that’s the case, then it doesn’t take a giant cognitive leap to understand why
most teachers—particularly those who teach beyond the primary grades—
rarely offer these same kinds of opportunities to their own students.
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Additional Hypothesis #1:

Additional Hypothesis #2:
It can feel challenging to “objectively” assess
alternative forms of composition.

Some teachers find it close to impossible to assess and/or evaluate students’
multimodal compositions due to the subjective nature inherent in our
preferences regarding visual texts in particular. (I’ve often argued that
we’ve all judged a book by its cover at one time or another, and that it’s
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